DICK ACADEMY BACKPACK
THE ALL-ROUNDER

- Modern – practical – robust
- Convenient backpack and carrying system
- Ergonomic back panel and adjustable reinforced shoulder straps
- Easy care thanks to the washable textile fabric and waterproof rubber profile base
- Spacious main compartment with two separate internal pockets

Prod.-No. 8 1172 01
**DIck Academy Backpack**

The All-rounder

**Features at a glance:**
- Two side pockets for quick access. The side pockets of the backpack are ideal for drink bottles
- Zipped lid compartment for small utensils
- Front mesh pocket
- Key holder and rings for attachments
- Compression straps on the sides for secure grip and load control
- Sturdy carrying handle
- Mobile phone/camera pocket on the shoulder strap
- Length 38 cm, depth 19 cm, height 48 cm, volume 35 l

**Further benefits of our Dick Academy backpack:**
- Secure and convenient transportation of cooking tools and books (remove, and for example)
- Dimensions geared towards the F. Dick roll-up case range
- High level of carrying comfort thanks to the padded and ventilated back system
- Hygienic, durable and easy-care polyester fabric
- Base of backpack reinforced with a rubber profile making it washable, waterproof and stable
- All-round zip: easy to load, access and locate items
- Front section (lid) of backpack held in place by two straps preventing contact with the floor

**F. Dick roll-up case range:**

**TEXTILE ROLL-UP CASE**, 11 pockets, empty
Prod.-No. 8 1077 01

**TEXTILE ROLL-UP POUCH**, 6 pockets, empty
Prod.-No. 8 1076 01

**TEXTILE BAG**, 11 pockets, empty
Prod.-No. 8 1095 01

**GARNISHING SET**, 7 pockets, empty
Prod.-No. 8 1062 01

**CULINARY BAG**, 34 pockets, empty
Prod.-No. 8 1010 00-01

**FAUX LEATHER ROLL-UP CASE**, 11 pockets, empty
Prod.-No. 8 1063 01

We will happily send you detailed information about our range.